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At the Crossroads
Daniel Baker
The Cartographers drank for free. They brought in the crowds and kept people 
emptying their cups: it was just good business. William didn't know how many times 
his mother had said those words, smiling at the clink of empty glasses while dusk 
bled. And business was good, not just for their small stophouse, but for all Path's End. 
William didn't know a different world—Gateway had stood open all his life—but the 
older ones, the grizzled drunks with bristly faces, sat in the corners muttering 'simple 
days' (as if simple meant good) while they sloshed the night away with rum. Their 
cups were never empty. 
Path's End was a trading town. Twisted streets branched like potato roots, heaving 
with markets and jaunty town houses. Wanderers hurried between colourful stalls and 
vendors shouted the same assurances: 'Straight from the Crossroads. Genuine quality 
guaranteed!' they claimed but nobody listened. If anything was to be had from the 
Crossroads it was a Cartographer you wanted. William had seen it all: tiny animal 
figurines that would move and growl with a drop of blood; cut glass that broke the 
light into a hundred colours; harmonicas that sang with human voices. These oddities 
were the perks of a Crossroads journey, but, for William, nothing was more magical 
than the Cartographers themselves, that's why they drank for free, that's why they 
brought the crowds, because even a word from them was worth a coin. 
Polishing the coffee machine's labyrinthine knot of hissing pipes, William didn't 
see her arrive. Focussed on its shining levers, he thought the contraption must wind on 
forever; pipe behind pipe, an engineer's dream worked in brass and bone. It was a sign 
of the times, hot off the railroad.
She stood in the doorway, the night licking at ruby hair, wrapped in leathers bound 
with ribbons and string. Her pockets bulged with salt and bits of chalk, a looking 
glass, spinning tops, twine, marbles, flint and fire. To raucous applause and catcalls 
from the privy, Cartographer Cassandra swept into the common room with an actor's 
studied grace.
Rushing from the kitchen, William's mother wiped her hands and bobbed a curtsey. 
'Cartographer, you honour us.' 
'Where else can I turn? The Spigot? The Plum? Your ale is dry, your beds are drier 
and that is more than those two can claim.' Cassandra laughed and the room laughed 
with her. 'And I am honoured by your warm welcomes.' Cassandra embraced his 
mother, and was ushered towards the fireplace. 
'Nice room tonight, Master William.' Gesturing for a coffee, Jackson Yupol took a 
seat at the crowded bar. Gaslights burned blue and green from wooden boards 
darkened with years of smoke and grime. Copper pipes coiled about the ceiling. 
Tremors rocked the floor from dozens of feet. 
'Business booms.' Having controlled the lower court for twenty years as a 
thundering voice and barrel chest, the magistrate had shrunken of late behind gold-
wire spectacles and nearly bent in two. His voice was still strong and never wavered.
'As you say, sir.' William opened several valves prompting rumbles from the 
machine. 
'Tell me, Master William…' Yupol reclined '… how is it that this… marvel pours 
coffee?'
William tapped out the used grounds. 'Well, sir, I…'
'What care how!' Hidden behind a scruffy beard, a drunk lurched onto a stool and 
spilled his jammy whiskey. Gaunt and fidgety, stained by blood and dirt, he was no 
different to the countless beggars and addicts that filtered through Path's End.
'My good man…' said Yupol.
'No man of yours.' The drunk squinted and sniffed. 'They make these bendy, twisty 
things, trying to think the world better.'
Regaining his composure, Magistrate Yupol smoothed the lapels of his frock coat. 
'Surely our scientists understand their craft, sir. They did, after all, conceive and 
construct this machine and its requisite parts.'
'Just it, just it,' said the drunk, his head swaying ominously near the machine's 
scolding pipes. Silence snuffed the common room. 'Make it up, junk it in… changing 
us. Not right, imposing all those rules. Functions. No imagination.'
'I'm sure I have no idea what you mean, sir,' said the magistrate, retreating to the 
safe severity of his old office. 'Of all people, you are aware of the scientific 
community's import to the kingdom.'
'Mmm, mmm. What d'you think, sprout, of our beautiful Cassandra?'
William jumped. 'I…'
'Here now!' Yupol huffed. 'Leave the lad alone, your demeanour is frightening.'
'She is beautiful!' said William. 'She is strong and brave and… and fine.' His words 
dribbled off as the drunk flung himself into laughter, inadvertently throwing his drink 
over the magistrate.
'Oh yes, very fine!' The man righted himself by grabbing hold of the coffee 
machine. William gagged at the stench of his frying hand. 'No more maps, you know. 
All done. That one says so. All known. Hang on to your coffee, magistrate sir, and to 
your dream girl, sprout. But be careful they don't burn you.'
Sighing raggedly, the man stumbled across the common room and vanished in the 
dark. Talking and stories and singing returned. William was deaf to it all, transfixed 
by the black handprint bubbling on the coffee machine.
'Such a terrible shame.'
'What?'
'Cartographer Telo—one of the first.' Magistrate Yupol looked to the door, into the 
darkness. 'It was the stress you understand, unhinged the poor fellow. Retired his 
commission, raving about things best left undiscovered. Completely mad, you 
understand.'
'I've never heard of him.'
The magistrate turned back to William, smiling. 'Of course not, child, of course 
not. Your mother knows her business.' 
'One of the first?'
'Indeed,' nodded the magistrate, warming to his topic. 'One of the best, too. Drew 
the finest maps. Such detail! In fact, it was that detail, the stress of it all in his head 
that did for him, I'm sure. I hear he tried to map the Crossroads in a single expedition.'
'Single expedition…'
'You understand I tell you this in confidence, Master William? That, as upstanding 
gentlemen, we are to keep it between us, yes?'
William nodded absently, already walking paths far, far away.
'Good lad.'
* * *
He stood at the edge. William shivered as stories became reality and doubt crept in. 
But he would not turn back, the possibilities were too much. Soon he could swim in 
the Looking Tarn or drink the winter wines of the Empty Ends. The outlines were 
there and all William had to do was fill it with adventures.
With a ripple spreading out from his feet, William watched as the world changed. 
The sun was cut bloody by the horizon. His shadow was long and thin, running for 
home but tied to William's feet. It tugged against his shoes, clawed his knees; a 
nagging thing of 'should dos'. 
'Impossible.' William shook his head. 'It can't all be mapped?' 
Gateway was a massive hole, its ragged edges like an open mouth filled with teeth 
of broken rock. William stared into nothingness. It stared back. Its air was the stale 
breath of a wheezing asthmatic. Excavated years ago, the site still wore scorch marks 
and vitrified rents torn by massive incendiaries. Erosion spread in dusty streams. 
William had to admit that the stories were better. Where was the beauty? Gateway 
was meant to be the doorway into the impossible. Where was the grandeur?
He frowned. 'Something's wrong.'
William took a deep breath and followed a path of trodden dirt circling away from 
the hole. The dying sun bled onto his back and Gateway pulled down the waning light 
with a gravity of its own. At the end of the path was another hole, much smaller, 
capped with marble like a well. It opened to stairs cut into the earth, illuminated by 
cool gaslight. Worn smooth, the steps echoed William's footfalls with the clack of a 
miner's pick. Two pipes followed the undulations of the stairway's ceiling; they were 
made of some clear material William had never seen and filled with milky blue light. 
Water dripped into shallow puddles. For hours William followed the gentle curve of 
the stairs, sweat trickling down his ribs in icy rivers as the air grew colder.
The passage widened out into open air. William stood at the bottom of a giant 
cylinder. As the gaslights emerged from the tunnel they had been banded to the rock-
face, their pipes curved down to the floor. Like a path, they ran in two straight lines 
into the heart of the open chamber, before bulging around a towering shard of black 
stone. William thought that, if you could see it from the surface, it might look like a 
keyhole made of light. 
It seemed like the shard had been carved to resemble a primitive dagger. There was 
nothing natural, nothing organic, in its hard lines, in its jagged facets that refused to 
hold light. His mind scrabbled for details: where was the mirror and the statues of the 
founders? Where was the light? Nothing made sense. The air was musty with damp 
and the shadows grabbed. 
He grimaced and looked up. The moon was a dull coin scratched with rusty 
shadows. William's breath became a ghostly twin, shouting silently as it dissolved. 
Returning his gaze to the shard, William didn't notice. It felt like it was calling to him, 
pulling him, taking hold, taking control. Reaching out tentatively, William saw it 
wasn't stone at all but a piece of volcanic glass mirroring nothing of Gateway but 
William himself. His reflection smiled and stepped closer. William smiled back and 
stepped closer, oblivious to the vague outlines of a vast forest spreading behind his 
reflection.
 William's breath fumed in the darkness. 'I shouldn't have come.' He had heard the 
Cartographers talk about the danger for children. 'But I need to see it for myself.'
Stepping into the shard, William met resistance…
… and stumbled into blinding light. 
William smelled fresh grass and spring flowers and ozone. A thousand frightened 
voices collided as the shard retracted into its own outline. Dust spewed as it closed, 
settling to form a wide road meandering through sloping hills and forest. Woven lofty 
branches swayed with the wind. Stretching away, the trees merged green and silver; 
birds darted into the canopy, diving with mournful calls. Nearer the road, the trees 
looked like they had been painted; roots of tightly bound wire were exposed as bark 
sloughed away in oozy runs of grey. 
Blink.
William gasped as the birds imploded like scrunched-up paper, their bodies tearing 
windows to starry black in the sky. The forest flowed and congealed into the walls of 
a manicured hedge maze shining with the opalescence of melted wax. Flattened hills 
extruded red-brick houses with smoking chimneys and square windows. Smiling 
wide, William couldn't help picturing the Crossroads alive with elves, dwarves, and 
goblins, with all the things his young mind had imagined. 
Blink.
A freshly painted forest returned, newly defined by streams and hills and slick 
leaves like coloured glass. Gentle contractions quivered along the road as it sketched 
an intersection beneath William's feet—six paths pinned down by a rusted iron 
signpost. At the corner of his vision, the forest rotted, burned and blew away. 
'The Crossroads!' William laughed at the strangeness, delighting in impossibility. 
Unknowable, the never-solid world of the Crossroads, where Cartographers roamed 
and monsters lurked. The forest that was not a forest was straight from Cassandra's 
maps, whose transparencies had wrapped around his memory until their plastic 
dissolved, leaving the ink to tattoo his mind. William remembered flipping through 
the overlapping sheets of sketches that required less imagination to colour with each 
detailed addition. Map over map with tiny ideograms inked in scrolls that flowed 
hypnotically to create trees and rivers and mountains; details and corrections stacked 
one atop the other into arcane hieroglyphs. No doubts remained for William, 
transported into the living legend: he would find the places nobody had mapped.
The signpost's painted signs were indiscernible; different alphabets competing 
from different hands. William paced around the post hoping time spent near the alien 
languages would deliver meaning. Finishing his fourth circuit his vision blurred, the 
signs shifted like ink in water, the flowing letters running into simple pictures. There 
was a lake, three mountains and a spider, an inn and a giant tree. The sun dropped and 
shrank. Unsticking from the horizon it alighted atop the signpost, its fiery surface 
becoming a sodium lamp flickering orange through cloudy glass and broken cobwebs. 
William shrugged and took the 'inn' road headed west.
* * *
All talk at the Empty Ends was of war; the word pooled in cups, skittered under 
tables, raging and crying until it crawled to the taproom's mossy corners to growl and 
hiss. Trees grew out of the floorboards, their splayed branches framing a transparent 
ceiling. Soft leaves showered drinkers and smokers, quickly used as makeshift 
coasters and napkins. Moon and starlight burned silver-blue, filming faces with a 
dappled patina. William sat at the bar, feeling a hundred eyes on his back.
A party of elves huddled around a table intricately carved with vine motifs. They 
jostled and whispered, scribbling disjointed signs in spilled wine. Clouds of 
frankincense churned over their heads, fed by thin tapers stuck in sand-filled pots. 
Squelching in oilskin, dwarves quaffed beer, letting the quaff lubricate the joints of 
their creaking armour. Their skin seemed masked in blood; the cherry glow from their 
clay pipes carving deep shadows between the crags of their stony faces. They roared 
at jokes about maidens and beards and axes and bearded axe-wielding maidens, while 
the elves shushed ineffectually through the fug.
Amazed, William let his eyes wander over wooden surfaces gleaming with their 
own internal light and the multicoloured grasses spread over the floor like woven 
mats. Dew glittered. The smell of yeast inveigled the air; spilt ale and baking bread. 
Conversations hummed beneath waves of jaunty music; blue-skinned goblins poured 
out whining melodies from pipe and zither. Chaotic and irresistible, it struck along 
impossible vectors, launching into ears, over heads, under tables, around corners, even 
fizzing through intoxication to speak to sleeping souls.
William listened, confused, to an exchange between the Empty Ends' skeletal 
barman and a square-faced goblin tuning his fiddle. Jerking like a wind-up toy, the 
barman poured ale and nodded mournfully; the goblin, a two-foot scarecrow of loose 
skin on lanky bones, whistled jauntily and watched the head turn amber. 
'Look 'ere, guv,' said the goblin, tightening a string. 'We gobs don't know squat. 
And that's diddly. War? Well, me and mine are swell, mate, and no blackest day guff 
gonna shift fuck round me!'
The barman nodded ponderously. 'Those mapmakers are fixing the Crossroads 
fluidity and we die because of it. Everywhere you go: fixes, static allowing entropy.' 
He started polishing the chocolaty wood of the bar with a neon leaf. A dwarf burped. 
'A new signpost appeared. Barrowtown is in actuality flux. A childlike idyll gestalt… 
Dead zone.'
The goblin spat and picked at a pointed ear. The other goblins flipped off the dwarf 
who had belched foam onto their instruments. 'Well now, guv, as to that… simple 
arsed-up bad biscuits. Played there last moon, good for claps.' One of the goblins 
leaped onto the dwarf's beard, making a valiant attempt to shave a moustache with its 
claws. Laughter blistered and popped with the dull chimes of clinking glass. 'Ought 
else you hear from afar?'
'Else.' The barman snorted. 'Look at this outfit. Look at yours. Look at this place 
and talk to me about gross impropriety. They think the Crossroads is populated by 
fairytales. I will not be an aspect of some foolish fantasy. They're trying to change us, 
to restrict us, to fix us to their inane idea of the impossible.'
William shifted uneasily, wondering how the Cartographer's maps could be 
thought of as weapons. The Empty Ends seemed perfect—just like he'd imagined.
'Now, now, guv.' The goblin peered at his skewed reflection in the ale tap. 'These 
colours suit us.' Having tuned his fiddle, the goblin held it like a guitar and plucked a 
country jig.
'Are we jesters? I tell you, the mapmakers and their masters are laughing at us.' 
The barman scowled, brushing away leaves that had tessellated on the bar. 'We are 
confined. This is a ghetto. They are oppressors. Your ambivalence and that of your 
fellows appals. '
William wanted to shrink and hide. His water was warm and stale. Questions 
nibbled at him: why were the Cartographer's hurting people? Why were his people at 
war with the Crossroads? His ears felt like they were burning.
'What can I do, guv?' The little musician cradled his fiddle like a newborn baby. 
'I'm bloody music, mate. I play. End of song, end of story.'
'The doppelgangers…'
'Fix ourselves to mug 'em? That's cold, guv. Now, guv, don't mix it up, I'm all for 
biff, as much as the next chap, but fixing?'
'Better to kill ourselves than be killed by them! Use their greatest weapon against 
them. Let us map them! Change their world, their lives.' The barman handed a flute of 
golden wine to a waiting elf who stared at William for uncomfortable seconds before 
sauntering into the moiling smoke. 'Mark the mapmakers as they have marked us. 
That is what the doppelgangers allow: each one of them we take makes clear the 
picture of their world.'
Looking at the barman in disbelief, the goblin's music stopped. Shadows breathed 
around the two. When the goblin spoke, it was with a different voice. 'Break the 
divisional planes? Eons have passed and we've never gone through the mirror. The 
Crossroads was a place of peace, of light, of life. You know the founder's tenets as 
well as I, and what it is doing to the prisoners is heinous. That tree is beyond our 
control.' Silent moments clung about the pair, accreting menace and disdain. William 
coughed and the barman turned incredulously.
'Excuse me, sirs. What's actuality flux?'
William's question leeched the tension and the goblin shrank back into its skinny 
shoulders. 'Who's the nymph, guv?'
The barman shrugged.
'I'm William.'
The goblin glanced nervously at the barman. 'William is it?… Pleased to meet you. 
Local lad?' William shook his head and the room wobbled. 'No. No. Actuality flux? 
Well, puttin' on the prof: the phenomenon of actuality flux is the coexistence of two 
or more discrete realities in the same material or temporal space. Not to be confused 
with parallel actuality chains, actuality flux causally abnegates any and all elements in 
its ontological field. Grind your cogs on that, sprout.' 
Silence pulsed through the air. His mother's stophouse appeared in the Empty Ends 
and William saw the barman sway as if in a stupor. The moment passed and the 
taproom rushed in.
'I don't understand,' blurted William as panic slammed his heart against his chest. 
His mind raced: had they seen his thoughts, seen the stophouse, the drunk, seen 
Cassandra, seen him alone, alien, outsider, enemy? Edging closer, the goblin peered at 
William as if he were a rabid dog. 'Well now, say that me fiddle is a fiddle, then say 
that me fiddle's a goat. And then say both are true at the same time. Can't play a goat 
and can't milk a fiddle.'
Every eye watched William. The trees groaned as the moon strobed like lightning 
flashes and dark clouds streaked across the ceiling. Branches strained and whipped as 
if in a storm; leaves pelted the floor with wet slaps. Dancing under the chaos, the 
goblin played a lilting tune, sliding into strange harmonies that clutched William's 
legs and arms and left them numb. His eyes flickered and strained as the walls 
wobbled and heaved. Ink seeped from the floor, flowing into pools. The Empty Ends 
watched silently, a room of grim faces staring at William with a mix of anger, pity, 
fear and determination. Writhing tendrils grew out of the ink, making wet, sucking 
noises as they groped blindly up William's legs, onto his chest. Fear lanced and he 
tasted bile as they found his nose and ears and mouth. The tentacles hardened. 
Bituminous and glossy they flattened and flowed into an inflexible cocoon made of 
interlocking tongues. It felt like a cage of roots. Blackness swirled in from the ceiling, 
disgorging like a wave, shattering chairs and hurling tables across the room. Darkness 
submerged William as the Empty Ends dissolved. The world blurred. Far away he 
heard the twang of a mournful fiddle and voices saying: 'How did he look like us?'
* * *
Consciousness crept back into William's body, uneasy and groggy as if it had spent 
its time drinking. His eyes itched and frigid wind skipped over icicles of snot and 
crusted blood. William opened his eyes… vertigo… and terror wormed ice through 
his bowels. Purple bruises spread under his eyelids. Bitter metal filled his mouth. 
Minutes dripped. William tried opening his eyes again; blue sky wrapped endlessly 
about his head and clouds moved in wispy trails. Emptiness flexed in… out between 
William and a basalt lake. 
William was in a cell, suspended impossibly, an uninterrupted membrane 
fashioned like a tear, barely wide enough for his curled body. Cramps pinched his 
legs. It squealed like washed glass when he touched its walls, yielding to the pressure 
like flesh. Three gnarled fingers clutched its translucent skin; sun-bleached roots that 
merged as a knotted braid. William turned and saw dozens of such roots extending 
from a monolithic tree like a gorgon's crown of writhing snakes. The tree was 
inverted. Straight and wide, it punched through the clouds and was swallowed by the 
glassy waters below. The blackness, which William had thought were submerged 
rocks and shadows of depth, was actually the tree's canopy, wavering with the 
kaleidoscopic motion of an octopus' skin. William lost consciousness.
'All dreams gone.'
William started; sleep's blue tint quickly faded. Head pounding, mouth tacky, he 
sat up against the wall of his limpid prison. Cassandra stared at William. She was a 
wraith; a contorted face cracked by shadows and curlicue scars. It looked like one of 
her maps. Her skin was boiled leather, moulded over jutting bones; the embalmed 
remains of a cadaverous husk. Some coincidence of the wind had shifted the roots and 
brought their cells together.
'I can't remember dreaming,' he said.
'Nonono,' whispered Cassandra as she scratched her balding scalp. William 
shuddered; he'd seen her beautiful only three days ago. 'All eaten up. It's never 
satisfied.' 
Cassandra's eyes darted spasmodically, slipping in and out of focus. Scars laced 
her pale arms, white ridges in a plain of dried blood. Her fingernails were broken and 
black.
'How did you get here?'
Cassandra muttered, 'It takes your dreams before you see them. Eats them, shits 
them. And they look like you.' She laughed, and then jerked as if she'd been struck by 
lightning. 'What are you doing here, William?' Gone were the fraying edges of 
insanity, replaced unnervingly by monotone calmness. 
'He said that you'd finished mapping. ' William paused, embarrassed by the will 
that had driven him from his home. 'But I thought you had to be boasting.'
'Me?' She made it sound an unfamiliar word 'I… I've been here six years.'
'But that's…'
Her body jerked again. 'Impossible?' 
William nodded. 'I saw you. Every night in my mother's stophouse, the days you 
walked in. I saw you!'
'No.' Cassandra shook her head mechanically, as if her muscles struggled against 
the movement. William inhaled sharply. Cassandra's voice had changed. 'Cassandra 
has been with me these six years, William.' Tremors rocked the Cartographer's body 
as amber fluid trickled from Cassandra's nose. The branches moved apart a few 
metres. The air was still. She hiccupped and the shaking subsided, tears and mucus 
mixing with the sap.
Cassandra returned to her eyes. 'It stole my face. Thirst. Hate. Draining me.'
'Cassandra,' William shouted, her cell drifting further from his own. 'I don't 
understand!'
The other presence returned, the transition insidiously organic. A lazy smile 
invaded Cassandra's face. 'Cassandra is not here right now, William.' 
'Where is she?'
'Here of course, William, but not here. I am with her and she with me.'
'She said something stole her face.'
'Melodramatic.' She spoke in a drone that filled William's ears like water. As if he 
were waking from a dream, the black water vanished and the tree inverted. William 
stood, free, on springy grass under a lead sky. 'But she looks so old.'
'My embrace is somewhat draining, William.'
The words were canon shots; their booming echoes slammed through his skin, his 
brain. Hundreds of carved faces blinked on the tree, struggling from knots and 
misshapen boles, tearing bark from their mouths to reveal green smiles. 
'What…'
'I am,' they said with concussive force. Heat shimmers warped the air. Roots burst 
from the ground with hollow explosions, coiling around William's ankles and wrists. 
They slithered down his throat, boring into muscle and bone as they spiked a network 
of viny ganglia into William's nerves. Pain gripped his back and bent it like a twig; his 
vertebrae detonating with sickening cracks as muscles were unbound and shredded. 
The voice vibrated in William's blood. 'I am the Will and this is my domain!'
Flowers blossomed, burst, and showered William with iridescent petals that hissed 
on his skin; a mosaic of rainbows that set in burning sastrugi. He choked on blood and 
bile and dirt and sap. His mind raced and rebelled simultaneously; he had to escape 
but he wanted to sleep.
Laughter shattered William's chest. 'I will have you too, William. I took your face, 
too. Perhaps it talks with your mother as we speak.'
Images flooded William's awareness; fractured remnants, irregular, without 
context. He fell into each image, a disembodied observer stepping into a stage 
cluttered with a jumble of familiar and unfamiliar props. 
… motes of dust rise from the floorboards of the stophouse, golden streams in the 
setting sun. His mother hands him a mug of ale and smiles… grey smoke from an 
extinguished fire curls against a purple sky, its smouldering coals warm a cloaked 
figure as he oils a long sword… tramcars pass as an innkeeper powers through the 
crowd, his son on his shoulders, on the way to market… 
… a son… a man… a warrior… a father… a boy… an engineer… a 
Cartographer… 
As the images played fitfully across his ebbing consciousness, the roots tightened 
and twitched. Great shudders wracked the tree and its leaves blackened; branches 
flailed with irregular, halting spasms like clockwork winding down, and the wooden 
faces gnashed their mossy teeth. William was thrown into the air, the trailing cords of 
sprawling roots ripping free of his body with damp clicks. 
William opened his eyes. Flying became plummeting freefall as the black water 
covering the tree's void-like canopy rushed up to meet him. Its reflective surface held 
the panicked ascent of a thrashing man that screamed at William in terror. They 
collided at the glassy surface, inhabiting the same space, the same moment, the same 
agony, until the man peeled from William like a cocoon. The water shattered and the 
submerged leaves swarmed; a colossal mouth whose slavering tongue was bordered 
by two lines of blazing white teeth in the shape of a keyhole. 
William's breath kicked from his lungs as he crashed onto stone. It smelt of 
compost and steam curled from his clothes. He stood on protesting legs, aching 
everywhere, and gazed up through Gateway into a sky bleached by morning.
The cavern had changed. Beams of sunlight zigzagged between disks of polished 
silver illuminating squares of white marble and a floor of ebony tiles. Lofty pillars 
ringed the chamber, supporting rounded arches under which stood statues of dignified 
men and women: the founders. They had been birthed from the rock face and, gazing 
beneficently, their eyes followed William.
He turned to the mirror standing in the centre of the chamber; a full-length glass 
chased in acid-etched gold, its ancient lustre scoured dull by time's elements. Cast to 
resemble an ancient willow, its thick metal legs spread like roots that disappeared 
beneath the black tiles. Its frame was woven from a willow's wispy beard. It reflected 
nothing. Looking closer, William thought that something shifted in the emptiness, a 
suggestion, shape. Vast, amorphous sea creatures moved within, blinded hunters 
swimming towards scent and movement. He picked up a broken tile, its weight 
pressing sharp and cold against his hand; his footsteps reverberated around the cavern, 
a deafening counterpoint to his pounding heart. 
'Don't throw it.' 
William spun, pushing his uncertain balance beyond its limit and clattered to the 
ground. Sprawled before the passageway's threshold, a boy struggled to sit. Shadows 
masked his face, but the rest was unbearably visible. His scrawny arms were stunted, 
their swollen joints fused in arthritic bulbs; smooth, sweaty skin rippled over his ribs 
in scabby corrugations, then pulled in a strange topography across boneless, deflated 
legs like trickles of melted wax. 
'You can't.' The boy's voice was eerily clear. William frowned. 'You need the 
Crossroads.'
'What?' William tried to catch the boy's face. 
The boy spluttered and retched, his broken body spending tremendous effort to 
speak. 'You've seen both sides... seen the stakes.' He paused, wheezing shallow 
breaths, the voice so familiar. 'What it was built for… soaring minds… remind this 
world… needs the impossible to grow.'
'The shard…' William knelt before the boy. Looking back at the mirror he 
understood: the shard had been violent. It was an image of violence created by the tree 
in response to the actions of the Cartographers. It was out of place; a declaration of 
war in a place of peace. 
'Was a symptom of the… tree; aborted. Abhorrent. Hard. A mask it wore, making 
Gateway something fearful. Dark.'
'It tried to eat me.' 
The shadows nodded. 'It is systemic. Corrupted. Absorbs dreamed totalities. Like a 
machine. Functional. Cold. You built it but don't understand, can't see. Beyond 
control.'
William wondered if the drunk had been right. Cartography was one of the 
kingdom's sciences. Was the tree symbolic? Was its logic the same that inspired the 
coffee machine?
'Why would dreams…?'
'It… seeded when the Cartographers came. They made it. It was them, mapped: an 
image of their intent.' The boy sighed, a weary, defeated sound. 'They carried their 
kingdom with them… the desire for stability. The maps.'
'You're saying the Cartographer's started… it?'
'Without knowing,' the boy whispered and William smelt almonds. 'The tree… a 
reflection poisoning the Crossroads and its roots reach far.'
'But they said you couldn't cross.'
'Nothing fluid survives here. You think your reality is finite. That makes you finite, 
limits everything here. The Crossroads can't be limited. Must not be limited.'
William entered the shadows, peeling back the darkness to see the boy's face. He 
recoiled. 'You're me!' Caustic rage flooded William's muscles.
The doppelganger raised its tiny arms in pitiful defence; its face—William's face—
distorted by grief and pain and fear. 'I'm a dream,' it wailed. 
William's anger drained, leaving only pity and disgust.
Quiet sobs dribbled from the doppelganger as its nose leaked. 'Because you're a 
child. No stable perception. A thousand dreams a day and a thousand more the next.' 
Its breathing was more laboured. It was dying. 'There was no totality for it to… eat, 
only… when it had you, fed on you, my… vessel was… unset.'
'What should I do?' William felt wretched as he tried to lift the burden from his 
shoulders and place it on the ruined body of his malformed twin.
'Promise me you won't destroy the mirror.' It could barely whisper; foamy pink 
bubbles speckled its lips as it wheezed and spluttered. 'Humanity needs the wonder of 
the Crossroads, needs the unreal, the infinite. You need to dream.'
William nodded.
'William,' it croaked. 'I'm scared.'
William nodded again, took off his shirt and knelt over himself. Carefully folding 
the shirt into a thick rectangle, he placed it over the doppelganger's mouth. It didn't 
struggle or kick or cry out, but held William's hand with a trembling claw like they 
were friends shaking hands, saying goodbye. A tiny click and the life fled from its 
eyes. William lifted the shirt, unfolded it meticulously and tried to flatten out its 
creases. Next, he took up the doppelganger and laid it beside the shirt, cradling its 
head while straightening its twisted limbs. He closed its eyes and covered the body.
'I need to bury him.'
The statues had taken on the aspects of towering headstones and the mirror was a 
rusted heirloom forgotten in an attic. William found the tile he'd meant for the mirror 
and slammed it against one of the gas-lit tubes. Roaring flames licked up the polished 
stones like a reversed waterfall as he retreated into the passageway. He had his 
doubts, but William had promised, and his mother had always taught him to honour 
his promises. They were what made a man, she said. Perhaps it had been telling the 
truth, William thought. William had been innocent and with a child's fantasy when 
he'd blundered into the Crossroads, shaping it with brutish caricatures. His childhood 
was over now, taken and smothered.
Concussions rocked the passageway as William climbed. Heat soaked the tunnel, 
stifling the air with the acrid smell of ash. Sweat stung his eyes. Thunderous crashes 
chased William from the cavern, spewing plumes of smoke and dust. He pictured 
crumbling masonry burying Gateway, the mirror, the Crossroads in tonnes of soil and 
stone. Cracks squirted out around William; hundreds of forking fractures widening as 
the passage collapsed behind him.
William had killed and some things needed to be buried until they were ready to be 
confronted. The day had gone but familiar constellations danced above his head 
pointing the way back to Path's End. Without the Cartographers the tree would die 
and all its enslaved dreams freed into an impossible, unreal world of endlessly shifting 
landscapes. The Crossroad's would be a limitless space, a space not to be conquered 
but embraced. His people would relearn the value of fantasy, recall the desire to 
create, to imagine, to live. That was William's dream now. He sighed. It was a long 
walk home and he needed a coffee.
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The Pesky Dead
Richard Harland
When I got home from Taree, Grandfather Warren had been four days dead and 
two days buried, all in the week I was gone. It was a shock, I can tell you, and put a 
bad taste on my homecoming, me with my new girl and bride-to-be, Lottie 
Liverstone.
I had Lottie from an old sot and horse trader down on his luck, Lungs Liverstone. 
When I cleaned him out at cards and he was ten times more down on his luck, he 
jumped at the chance to swap his daughter for his debts. Didn't even care if I never 
made an honest woman of her, but that's not my way. Not me, Ned Roper, nor any of 
us families up in the Comboyne.
And she were the sweetest thing, Lottie Liverstone. No more than sixteen year old, 
but that trim little figure of hers made a man's heart go pit-a-pat. Eyes so big and dark, 
it was like falling down a well just looking into them. Sitting up on the cart in her 
gingham dress, sort of shy and sort of fierce, with her yellow hair shook out in the 
breeze—that's my best memory of her.
Things weren't so fine and dandy when I come home, though, and Grandfather 
Warren was starting to turn pesky dead. See, he'd always been the most upright, 
proper, sober gentleman. You couldn't raise a smile out of him if you stood on your 
head. He was head of our family—I mean the Ropers—and the Barnes and Moys and 
Hentys looked up to him too. If you had a quarrel over a neighbour's cow or the line 
of a fence, he was the one to give you a fair judgement. Eighty-five years old, with 
never a mark on his shirt nor a dribble on his beard. But when he went pesky, oh my 
lawd! It was like every wrong thing he never allowed hisself when he was alive came 
bubbling to the top just as soon as he was dead.
When I come home with Lottie, the three villages were abuzz with the scandal of 
him. I heard soon enough how he went and tweaked Dora Barnes' nipples right at the 
end of his own burial service. Standing by his grave she was, with her head all heavy 
from the reverend's solemn words, and Grandfather Warren up and nipped on them 
bubbies right through her best cotton blouse. I were seventy mile away, but I can just 
about hear the sound she let out with. She always did have a real shrill squeal on her.
Then it was Ginny Moy's underwear drawer. Ginny was the neatest, tidiest little 
body, never a hair out of place, so no wonder she kept the neatest, tidiest underwear 
drawer. I never saw for myself, but everyone said you couldn't credit the mess our 
pesky Grandfather made of it. He must've rolled around in there like a rabbit. Being in 
his spirit form, he couldn't do anything much, you understand, but he tumbled her 
knickers and twisted her stays and generally disrespected her unmentionables. Man, 
woman or child, he didn't give a toot what anyone thought of him. 
Next turn was my brother Cess. He was out in the paddocks, he said, and goes to 
relieve hisself behind a hedge. He's aiming his stream at a stump of tree when 
something takes a hold of his old todger, doubles him round and points him every 
which way he don't want to be pointed. 'Couldn't make it stop,' he told me with the 
shame still in his face. He splashed his feet and wetted his shirt and gave his own chin 
a wash, if you get my meaning.
So Grandfather Warren wasn't too well liked by the time I came home. I had my 
worries for Lottie's sake. Living in Taree, she'd never met any spirits of the dead—not 
the pesky dead nor the snivelling dead, not the vengeful dead nor the beckoning dead. 
I had a bad foreboding that a spirit that could trifle with a man's todger and make bold 
with a woman's underwear wasn't to be trusted around a fresh young thing like Lottie. 
It took Grandfather less than a day to prove me right.
Me and Lottie was doing the rounds of the Ropers' lands, all what I would own 
when I was head of the family. Along by the creek bank and fences we went, when 
she gave this sudden little shiver and cry.
'What?' I asks.
'Nothing.' She's staring all around, big well-eyes gone even bigger.
Of course, she'd never heard you don't have to see something for it to be there. 
Town-born and bred, she knew no better.
'Where?' I asks again. 
'Here.' She points to her skirt, blushing hot and red. 'Brushy-soft. Frisking all 
about. Oh! It's there again!'
She turns away and starts beating at the place with both hands. Her thigh it is, that 
makes a sweet slap of flesh with every smack.
'Like whiskers, maybe?' says I. 'Like an old man's whiskers?'
'How—'
'Stay quiet a bit and listen.'
She stops her smacking and we both hear it. It could have been insects in the grass 
or birds in the sky—a sort of scritchy-scratchy chirruping. But it weren't no birds nor 
insects.
'That's Grandfather Warren,' I tell her. 'He's gone and turned pesky dead.'
So then I have to explain all about the dead to her. Meanwhile, Grandfather keeps 
up his darned chirruping sounds, like he's snickering to hisself and full of his own 
cleverness. There's almost words in the sounds, but faster than the living can hear. 
Some folks say as a reverend has power to understand the language of the dead, but 
our reverend's too deaf to hardly hear the living.
It weren't no surprise next morning when she came up to me with tears in her eyes 
and her mouth sucked in like vinegar. She'd had my bed for sleeping, while I slept in 
Cousin Reb's outhouse—we do things proper in our family. Anyways, she held out 
this old dried pea for me to look at. She was so het up and twitchety, I couldn't make 
sense of her at first. What it was, was when she woke up, someone had put a dried pea 
in her bellybutton. Grandfather had been up to his peskiness again.
Well, I could see something needed doing, but I didn't do it, not right away. I was 
took up with the wedding arrangements, and I hoped Grandfather might spare Lottie 
once I made her a respectable married woman. I guess I was thinking of the upright 
Grandfather I remembered alive instead of the low-down Grandfather that had popped 
out when he was dead. 
Like I said, we do things proper in our family, but that don't mean you can't have 
some kissing before marriage. I wanted to kiss Lottie so bad, I led her round behind 
Uncle Jeb's stables after dinner.
'Do I have to do this?' she asks.
'You won't mind none,' I tell her.
I make her put her arms round my waist and I bend my face to hers for our first 
kiss. She expects I want to kiss her on the cheek and I have to hold her head from 
turning aside.
'Ugh-ugh!'
I feel her hands go flap and flutter against the small of my back.
'Disgusting!' she says.
There's no thought in my head but kissing her, until she breaks right away.
'That thing sticking out on your back,' she says.
'Ain't nothing—'
'Yes, that long slippery slimy thing. Horrible! I never knew a man had a thing like 
that.'
I get my head a-working again. 'That's not me nor any man,' I tell her. 'That's 
Grandfather Warren and his eccie-plasum.'
'His what?'
'Eccie-plasum, we call it. The stuff that ghosts are made of, when they want to be 
made of anything at all.'
I never did get that first kiss behind the stables. I had to tell her about eccie-plasum 
and how the dead can make different shapes of themselves when they choose. What 
shape our Grandfather had made I didn't like to think. I knew there and then he hadn't 
one skerrick of decency left in him, and it wouldn't make no difference whether Lottie 
was married or not.
Next morning, I made up my mind and went calling on my Grandma, that was now 
a widow. I told her about the whiskers and the dried pea in Lottie's bellybutton. I 
didn't say about the other, the eccie-plasum, because Grandma wouldn't have liked to 
hear about folks nearly kissing. She's a very stern lady, is Grandma Alma, and a great 
churchgoer.
'Don't ask me to re-marry him,' she says straight out. 'I done my duty.'
'No, ma'am. I was thinking of a good after-wife, like Bess Henty.'
'Bess Henty? You'll have to pay.'
'She's not dear.'
'And keep on paying.'
'I've got the money. I'll get it. Just so long as you don't mind.'
'You do what you have to, grandson. Ain't no concern of mine.'
So that was settled. I took Lottie with me, and we go to Bess Henty in Elands. A 
big woman she is, with big brawny arms, and she don't stand no nonsense from 
anyone.
'Yes, I can take one more,' she says.
She names her price and we shake on it.
Lottie still can't believe about after-wiving. 'You marry them after they're dead?'
'Only way to keep 'em quiet.' Bess lets out a laugh like the bray of a horse, and 
gives me a wink. 'Specially the pesky ones, eh?'
'I reckon he tried to live too much better'n what he was,' I says, meaning 
Grandfather Warren. 'Couldn't keep it up when he was dead.'
'What about the ones you've already got?' Lottie asks. 'Are they in the house now?'
I reckon that wide-eyed look of hers could melt stone. 
'In the bedroom,' says Bess. 'You want to see?'
So we troop through to Bess's bedroom, back of the house. 
'See em?' Bess asks.
Lottie shakes her head. 'No.'
Bess laughs. 'They're there, though. All four of 'em.' She picks up a framed piece of 
needlework from the dresser. 'Ain't you, Slinky Billy?'
All of a sudden she flips it round in her hands. There's a whirr of chirruping, angry-
like, and maybe a flash of something too. Then we're looking at the back of the frame, 
plain black cardboard.
'Wherever you look, they like to be on the other side,' Bess explains. 'That's their 
nature, to be on the hidden side of things.'
'Where's Slinky Billy now?' asks Lottie.
Bess taps the frame. 'Against the glass, where you can't see him.'
She demonstrates her three other dead husbands for us. Tom-Tommy is behind an 
old housecoat on a peg on the door; Sleeping Sid is between the bedboards and the 
mattress; and Wattie-pie is on the inside of the pillow cover on Bess's pillow. Each 
time she disturbs them, they let out with a chirrup and fly to the nearest other-side.
'Is Wattie-pie your favourite?' Lottie asks.
'Why do you say that?'
'Cos he's closest to you when you sleep.'
'Oh, I rotate 'em around. Can't play favourites.'
'Do they all love you?'
'Love? No need for that.' Bess grins and displays the fingers of her left hand. She 
has four rings of silver or brass one above the other on her third finger. 'This is what 
keeps 'em in line. There's a deal of power in a wedding band.'
'And Grandfather Warren?' asks Lottie.
'Oh yes,' says Bess. 'He'll behave soon enough.'
So Saturday is the after-wiving at Eland, and me and Lottie have our wedding at 
Bulga on the Sunday. Two of the Hentys turn up for Bess at the after-wiving, and me 
and Lottie turn up for Grandfather Warren. No way would Grandma Alma come.
I've brung along Grandfather's best pair of trousers, that haven't yet been worn by 
anyone else. The Elands reverend says his 'Do you's' and Bess says her 'I do's' and 
also the 'He does's'. I hand her a brass ring that she puts into the pocket of 
Grandfather's trousers. Then the reverend hands her a ring that she slips on top of all 
the other rings on her third finger. It's not much of a ceremony.
'Ours'll be a hundred times better,' I tell Lottie. 'Real gold rings and all.'
It's me that supplies the gold rings, since Lottie doesn't own even so much as she 
stands up in. Family heirlooms, those rings are, and likewise Lottie's bridal gown. She 
wears a brooch that belonged to my great-great-grandmother and a tiara that belonged 
to the first Roper wife that ever came to the Comboyne.
Sixty people squeeze into our chapel at Bulga, and there's thirty more listening 
outside. I look at Lottie in her bridal white and she's like a present I'm giving to 
myself. She makes me want to sing for being alive. Maybe our ceremony is mostly 
the same words as Bess and Grandfather Warren, but it's a hundred times better, a 
hundred times different.
We have the wedding reception out in the open until the sun sets, then inside the 
assembly hall. It's a blurry whirl in my head, of music and dancing and drinking and 
laughing. I dance with anyone, every girl in our village, but they're all Lottie to me. 
Every head tossed back, every red panting mouth, every flash in every eye—all 
Lottie!
At last, when it goes quiet and the other girls and lads wander off under the trees, 
me and Lottie have our very own bedroom to go to. My room it used to be, but now 
changed with a second bed moved in against mine and a big double mattress spread 
across the both of them. Saints alive! Now I'm holding her face in my hands and 
kissing her.
'You smell of beer,' she says. 'You're drunk.'
'Drunk on you,' I says and laughs. And surely she laughs back. When's a man to get 
drunk if not on his own wedding night?
She's in her bridal white, still, and so fresh and pure I can't hardly believe her. I 
make her take everything off. I start to unbutton her myself, but my fingers are 
fumbly and she don't like it.
'I'll do it,' she says. 'They're not my clothes anyway.'
What a treat for a man's eyes, oh my! She stands slight and pale before the bed, 
with her bubbies bobbing and the shadow of dark hair between her legs. She has this 
odd look, sort of daring and defiant, maddening me up until I have to jump out of my 
clothes too. I'm in such a hurry I bust a couple of buttons and hear them ping across 
the floorboards.
Nature is telling me what to do, but it don't speak so loud to Lottie.
'Ugh!' She points. 'What's that?'
'It's all right, we're married now,' I tell her. 'It's natural.'
Her face is skewed out of shape. 'You call that natural?'
'Hush.' I catch hold of her shoulders before she can draw away. 'It's all right. We're 
married and we love each other.'
She wriggles herself free. Her eyes are like blaring lanterns in her head. 'Me love 
you? You bought me, that's all. You bought yourself a wife and now you got one.'
I'm breathing harder, trying to stay gentle. 'This is what a wife does, Lottie.'
'No! Don't you come near me in that state!'
Everything she says only maddens me up more. She don't have the right to deny it. 
I back her into a corner by the dresser, pressing in on her…
And get stopped by this flower of pain in my chest. Oh lawd, but it hurts. I look 
down and there's something gone into the left side of my chest. 
She pulls it out and it's the pin of my great-great-grandmother's brooch. Three 
inches' length of pin. It don't look nothing, not to cause so much pain. Only the tiniest 
hole in my skin, only the tiniest bit of blood squirting out. 
Squirt. Pause. Squirt. Pause. Squirt. Pause. The pinpoint must have stuck into my 
heart.
I'm down on my knees, not knowing how I got there. I feel like some hand has got 
a grip inside my chest and keeps squeezing and releasing, the way you milk a cow. 
Not Lottie's dainty hand, though. She's dropped the brooch and run to the other side of 
the room. I see her gathering up clothes, a whole bundle of them.
I try to speak to her, but I keep jerking around and my heart isn't beating right at 
all. Now the fist in my chest is shaking and pummelling, faster and faster…
* * *
Oh, I worked it out afterwards. The clothes she run off with was like she'd had it 
all planned, though I don't believe it, I won't believe it. Still, she saddled up a horse 
and lit out for Elands in the middle of the night, and no one knew what she'd done but 
me.
It took a while of time for the pain to go. It's a cruel business, dying. When I came 
to my senses, they weren't the same senses I left off from. I could hear and see things 
different to the living. The only feeling left in me was the want for revenge. Vengeful 
dead, I was.
Don't tell me I didn't have good reason. Murdered by my own wife on my own 
wedding night—what dishonour is that for a man? Us Ropers, we're a family as 
always does the proper thing, and we take it hard when someone does us wrong.
Lottie was long gone, no telling where. I was in no hurry. Slow and deliberate is 
the way of the vengeful dead. I had all the time in the world to pay her back.
I practised gliding around and making eccie-plasum until I was real good at it. 
Then I started figuring out who to haunt and rouse up against her. See, my younger 
brothers were weak as water, but I had cousins with pride and spunk for the job. I 
decided on Cousin Reb to lead the hunt. He wouldn't give up no matter where she ran, 
back to Taree or even all the way to Sydney. Blood for blood, I'd tell him, and put into 
his mind exactly what she done and how she done it.
I glided out of my window and along the path to his shack. The sun wasn't up but 
the dawn light was in the sky. When I come into his room, he was fast asleep and 
snoring his head off. I made a shape of eccie-plasum like a bleeding heart and got 
ready to do my speech. Us vengeful dead can slow down our chirruping so that even 
the living can hear the words.
Whoo—
What the—?
Something just whisked me away! This isn't me gliding, I'm being sucked along! 
Away from Reb's room, his house, away from Bulga. Now I'm travelling over 
paddocks where the cows are just starting to graze, over the track to Elands. Fair 
makes me sick, to be sucked along so fast!
And now here. I know this place. It's inside the chapel where Bess Henty after-
wived my Grandfather Warren. Only this time it's Lottie up in front of the reverend, 
who's still blinking the sleep from his eyes.
He's saying his 'Do you's' and she's saying her, 'I do's'—and the 'He does'es' too! I 
know who's the he she means. She's brung along my trousers, and also my vest and 
shirt and necktie!
No! Devil take her!
She puts a cheap ring into the pocket of my trousers. I'm helpless as a sheep to the 
slaughter, sucked forward, but she don't look round. The reverend passes her a second 
ring that she slips on over the third finger of her left hand.
Such a small pale finger. But the wedding band! Oh mercy!
I think she's aware of me. 'Are you there, Ned Roper?' She looks round now with a 
little smile on her lips. 'Better this way, Neddy-Ned.'
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Garth Nix, Storyteller, speaks at Leichhardt Library.
17th April 2012
Crisetta MacLeod
It was a dark and stormy night for Garth Nix’s talk at Leichhardt Library, but the 
rain-drenched fans—children, teenagers, right through to seniors—were undaunted. 
Garth Nix’s books are the very epitome of crossover, defying any attempt to allocate 
age categories. His latest book, A Confusion of Princes, was reviewed by Carissa 
Thorp in the April edition of AurealisXpress.
I was scheduled to interview Garth after his talk, but many of my questions were 
covered anyway during a highly entertaining evening, so I’ll report on that first. 
Garth: A Confusion of Princes is a Young Adult space opera for older teens and 
adults—what they call a crossover book. It’s a space adventure story of a young man 
called Khemri, who in a very far future is a prince in the Galactic Empire. He’s been 
genetically modified in many different ways to be essentially superhuman. He realises 
that while he is superhuman, it’s not quite as great as it sounds, because there are ten 
million other princes, all like him. Competition is the rule of the Empire—survival of 
the fittest. It’s an adventure story, but it’s also a story about what it means to be 
human, and what it means to be superhuman.
I’d like to talk a little bit about my writing in general, starting with my very first 
book, written when I was about seven. (Here Garth held up a tiny ‘book’ of folded 
paper, and explained that his brother had found it.) It’s a self-published book, as you 
can see. It’s my very first published—ok, self-published—short story, from a very 
long time ago, forty-one years ago. It’s called The Coin Shower. I’ll read all of it; it 
could take a while.
'A boy went outside. It started raining coins. He picked them up. The End.' 
(Laughter)
One of the things I like about that, is that even back then, I kind of knew how to 
put a story together. That story has a beginning, a middle and an end. Stories are all 
about structure, about how you put things together. Beginning, middle and end is a 
very traditional, very classical way to tell a story. It pretty much works. This isn’t the 
actual volume, by the way. This is a facsimile. Because the actual real one is in a glass 
case in a museum. It’s not really, it’s in a filing cabinet somewhere. (More laughter) 
(Garth then talked about The Ragwitch, his actual first published book, which 
came out twenty-one years ago, back in 1991.)
Garth: I like to think that after twenty-one years, maybe I’ve come of age as a 
writer. In a way it wasn’t a huge success when it first came out, but like most writers I 
thought that my first book would change everything. Once I got that first book I could 
just keep on writing books, and they’d get published, they’ll sell lots and I’ll give up 
my day job. But Ragwitch wasn’t a huge success. It did okay, sold its print run, then it 
kind of disappeared. The story I wrote after Ragwitch was the story I most wanted to 
tell, but the problem was, no-one wanted to read it. It was a book called The Clearing 
House. No-one’s ever heard of it, no-one’s seen it. It won’t be published because even 
though I thought it was a great idea at the time, no-one else did. In retrospect, I have 
to agree with them. So even after my first novel was published, I couldn’t get the next 
one published. A friend of mine said to me, ‘Well, Garth, I guess you’re just a one-
book wonder.’ But I thought I’m going to show you, and I’m going to show everybody 
else, and I’m going to keep writing. I wrote Sabriel (here Garth began to unfold a 
long chain of book covers) and it wasn’t immediately a huge success, but it became 
more and more successful as it went along, which is a bit unusual for books. And it 
laid the foundation for me to keep on writing. and of course the latest, A Confusion of 
Princes. I hope this will stretch across a whole venue where I’m giving a talk. When 
Sean and I were talking about Troubletwisters we both had sets of covers. He’s 
actually written more books than me, but he printed out his covers smaller, so mine 
was longer than his. So even after the first book wasn’t a success, and the next book 
didn’t sell, I kept on writing. That’s the real lesson if you’re going to be a writer 
because you have to remember not to give up, there are many many obstacles in 
getting published, even once you’re published there can be many many obstacles, and 
it can be quite a trial just to keep going. So this is basically about twenty-five years 
work, of writing.
(Garth, the consummate storyteller, then kept the audience spellbound as he 
demonstrated how a real series of events could have led him to believe in the 
supernatural; and how those same events could form the basis of a fantasy story. In 
his travels in Britain as a young man, his car had a puncture twice, six months apart  
next to the ruins of an ancient Roman fort in the Lake District. He told us a mystical  
story of cows in the mist, of Roman ruins, of the last rays of the sun glinting on a gold 
coin in Lake Windermere. One side showed the head of Janus, reflected in the other 
Garth found whole stories.)
Garth: For almost thirty years, I’ve had this gold coin, I’ve looked into it and 
found stories. I’ve also found I don’t need to look into the coin to find stories any 
more, perhaps by gazing into it so much for all this time, the stories come to me 
anyway. So I think it’s time that this gold coin, with the god Janus—the story coin—
goes to someone else. I’m going to give it to the first person that puts up their hand. 
(A girl in the front row won the coin.)
Garth: Unfortunately, the thing about that story is it’s not absolutely true 
(Laughter) I hope the coin does actually inspire you to write stories—maybe just by 
telling that story I’ve infused it with some of my story-telling ideas. The reason I tell 
that story—apart from the fact that I like telling stories and that’s what I do —is that I 
have been trying in an entertaining way to show how I go about writing stories, 
fantasy stories in particular but it actually applies to any all stories. Because it starts 
with real things. I did get two flat tyres six months apart, but actually as a policeman 
explained to me the second time, it was because there was a gang of kids throwing 
roofing nails on the road, because they hated tourists. I often take real things drawn 
from my own experience, things that I’ve read about, things that I’ve heard about, 
things from history, and I add elements of the fantastic to make a fantasy story. A 
gold coin is an inherently magic thing to find anyway, and then I made it have the 
face of the god Janus because again, it’s linking back to something that resonates with 
people. You need to add in fantastical elements that are already in place in people’s 
heads—fairy stories, myths and legends. 
(Garth then read from A Confusion of Princes, pointing out that it was the first  
time he had written a whole novel in the first person. He told us that it he first had the  
ideas for it many years before, and referred us to an early work in progress, a game 
with the same background as the book, which can be found at the 
imperialgalaxy.com.au website.)
He then read us a teaser—a possible prologue for Clariel, a new book he is writing 
in the Old Kingdom Chronicles series.
Garth: This may or may not be from Clariel. You may or may not hear this or see 
this ever again. I’ll read you just a little bit from what may or may not be the 
prologue.
Questions were then invited.
Q: Will A Confusion of Princes have a sequel?
Garth: I’m not planning any others. At the moment it’s a stand-alone. 
Q: How do you co-author a book? (referring to the Troubletwisters series, written 
with Sean Williams, the second of which is due out this month).
Garth: Sean and I are very old friends, and we’ve been talking about writing 
together for years and years. With Troubletwisters, we actually worked on the story 
very closely together. We mapped out the big story for all five books. We did a very 
detailed breakdown of the first book. It actually took a long time, sitting around 
drinking tea and Guinness (not both at the same time!), and we worked out what the 
story was going to be. We also drew a map and wrote the background, about the town, 
Portland. Then I wrote the first chapter, from the outline, and then Sean, who writes 
very quickly, wrote the whole of the rest of the first draft. He then gave it back to me 
and I rewrote the whole second draft. I took 15,000 words out then I put 20,000 words 
in, and then it went back to Sean and he took 5,000 out and put 10,000 in—so it had a 
lot of going backwards and forwards. When we look at the books (we’ve finished the 
third one recently) we can’t actually tell who wrote which part. In fact we get 
confused when we say ‘you wrote that’ and ‘no, you wrote that.’ That’s part of the 
fun. Also we had this cunning plan. When you go on tour, you’re by yourself, you 
travel round lots of bookshops, particularly in America, and it’s an incredibly weary 
procedure. It’s great to see people and great to talk about the books, but then you’re 
off to the next bookshop or whatever. Better to do it with a friend! So we went on tour 
together, last year, in America and it was a good idea, except for staying up too late, 
and drinking too much, it was possibly not the brightest of good ideas. We were 
keeping to the outline but of course there were parts we had to change: get rid of that 
character, that doesn’t work, we set this up wrong, we can’t have this happen because 
something else happened. A lot of backwards and forwards, we had a lot of fun 
though. Practically every book you write, there are things that happen, that you hadn’t 
thought were going to happen and you have to work out how to fit it in. (Garth held 
up a copy of the second book.) Very good cover, I like this cat, I’m glad I don’t have a 
cat like that! Note the white eyes—in the series there’s this thing called The Evil. 
When the evil gets into things it takes over, and their eyes turn white. You get whole 
hordes of insects all with white eyes, or cats with white eyes, that’s how you can tell. 
So if you’re ever talking to someone and their eyes turn white, call Sean! He’ll deal 
with it. 
Q: Please tell the story of your name? 
Garth: A lot of people ask me if it’s really my name, because it sounds like a 
natural enough name for a writer. It’s actually my real name. You can find both my 
names in the dictionary, maybe I was always going to be a writer because of that. 
Garth means a small walled garden, or a walled courtyard, like a cloister garden of a 
church and so on. Not very exciting to be called after a walled garden. Nix: of course 
one of the meanings is nothing. I prefer to ignore that one, forget nix means nothing. 
Much more appropriately, it’s also a very old word for a merman or a watersprite. My 
favourite definition is in the Encyclopaedia Britannica. I’ve actually said it so often, 
I’ve pretty much got it memorised: ‘a creature of Germanic myth and legend, half 
human, half fish, it is able to assume human form, to become a young maiden, an 
aged crone, or an Australian author. (Laughter) Lives at the bottom of rivers or lakes, 
in underwater palaces. There are a few things that give nixes away. They love music 
and dancing, they’re usually malevolent, they’re usually bad to humans. The legend 
says that they only interact with people in two ways, either death by drowning, or 
marriage. You can’t be friends with a nix, there’s nothing in between, so I think that 
from a marriage long ago, one of these nixes has actually married a human and I’m 
descended from them. 
Q: Do you write any other kinds of books, perhaps ‘domestic’ novels?
Garth: The novel, The Clearing House—the one I never got published—actually 
is a thriller. It’s a thriller about a manuscript, and it’s a thriller about a regency 
romance. Every second chapter is the regency romance. I’m a big fan of Georgette 
Heyer. The publishers read it and said that they love the thriller, and they love the 
regency romance, but you can’t have the two of them together because the thriller 
lovers will hate the regency romance, and the romance readers will hate the thriller. I 
think that’s probably not true, now, but I didn’t do it well enough. So they were right 
on all counts that the two didn’t work together. I have written some other 
contemporary short stories, some contemporary screen plays, I love thrillers, but I do 
have a natural tendency to veer towards the fantastic. When I’m setting out to write a 
completely straightforward short story, it turns out to have something strange happen. 
I’m happy to do that. I write the things I love to write, mostly it seems to work. 
I wasn’t going to write any more of The Old Kingdom after Sabriel; I wrote it as a 
stand-alone. Publishers always want you to write whatever you did last time. It’s fair 
enough. I was in publishing for many years, and I’ve done my share of saying ‘you 
really should write another one of these’. I wrote Shade's Children after Sabriel, then 
I wrote Lirael and Abhorsen. To start with that was one book. My editor wrote me a 
very good letter trying to convince me to separate the two stories and expand both 
halves. When I got the letter I said, (snorts) I’m not going to do this, I refuse. That’s 
the book. But after a bit I thought about it—oh, she’s right. That’s why I never 
respond to editorial letters immediately. I take a week or so, thinking about it. That’s 
what editors are for, seeing what could happen in the making of a book, sometimes 
it’s correct and it works. Then I wrote the Keys to the Kingdom amongst other things. 
In the last two years, one of the things I’ve been doing is adapting Sabriel as a 
graphic novel. It works all right. Then I also wrote the screenplay, because I’d been 
crossing back and forward to Hollywood. I was going to write the screenplay with a 
very good screenwriter, that I would love to have written it with we actually had a 
couple of meetings and talked about it but he got too busy so I thought, what the hell, 
I’ve written the graphic novel adaptation, I might as well write the screenplay too. 
That made me want to go back to that world, so I started making notes for other 
books. 
Three years ago we were about to sign a film deal with it, we literally had 
everything drawn up, but they didn’t sign it at the last minute. The (film) business is 
incredibly dodgy. I sort of treat it like an interesting game. You can’t be too invested 
in it because you’d go crazy. Partly because it’s soul-destroying as you can’t make 
things happen, and partly because it’s soul-destroying if you can. If you were there all 
the time, you get caught up in that whole status competition sort of stuff. 
I’m grateful for what has happened with the books. Anything else is a bonus. I’ve 
worked and did my best, but it didn’t come off, you can just meet with people, and 
team up with people, and cross your fingers. It’s a weird world. 
Q: Where do you get your ideas? 
Garth: Authors have lots of ideas, it’s never just one idea like a bolt of lightning. 
You get an idea and you usually start making notes. Actually I brought one of my 
favourite red notebooks. This is the red book for Drowned Wednesday. I handwrite a 
lot of stuff first in these manuscript books, though I don’t always do that. Some of 
them I half handwrite, some of them I just type straight into the computer. This 
notebook here has lots of notes for Drowned Wednesday, notes about what the house 
looks like, in the Keys of the Kingdom, how all that ties together, a conceptual map of 
the house, and so on. I write notes, and I think about stuff for about a year before I 
start writing the book. A Confusion of Princes was a very long time in the making. I 
made the first notes for it seven years ago. Then I start writing, and off I go. (Garth 
then showed us a handwritten table at the beginning of his red notebook). See here, 
this is sort of to encourage myself. I write it in longhand, then when I type it up I 
write the date, the chapter, and I write the total, so I can look at it and feel inspired 
that I’ve got this far. I never tell myself I’m going to write a book, I never say I’m 
going to write a 77,000 word book, because that feels like too much. I always tell 
myself that I’m going to sit down and write a chapter. Might take a day, might take a 
week. Might take two weeks. The other interesting thing about this record is that I 
started Drowned Wednesday on the sixth of May, 2004, and I finished on the 30th of 
August 2004. That’s pretty quick, except that I’d probably been thinking about it for 
about a year or so beforehand. So it’s an interesting sort of historical record. And I 
have these manuscript books of Sabriel and Abhorsen, and so on, most of which are 
black and red. Amongst all the beautiful black and red books on my shelves, there’s a 
horrible blue and white stripy one (there was a terrible stationery drought), I couldn’t 
get a black and red one. Someone said to me the other day, why don’t you just recover 
it in black and red? But it’s not the same, that’s cheating. Can’t do that. 
Q: Which is your favourite book you’ve written?
Garth: My favourite book is always the one I actually haven’t written yet. It 
sounds like a dumb answer, but when I’m thinking up a book, it’s always much more 
vibrant inside my head. I’m proud of all my books, I’m proud of what I’ve written, 
but they’re never quite as good as the story in my head. I always think next time, I’ll 
do better. I always set off thinking that I will get closer, that my skills have increased, 
that I will be able to capture the story I’m imagining. But it never happens. It’s 
probably just as well, because if I could write that perfect story, I’d write the last word 
and I’d just drop dead! There’s nowhere to go after that. So I’m always improving and 
getting closer to what I want to achieve, but I never do. It’s part of what keeps me 
going, just trying to write a better story, write a better book. Every time I get closer to 
how it is inside my head. 
* * *
After the applause and farewells were complete, Garth and I settled in a corner of 
the room while the librarians tidied up around us. I followed on from the queue of 
people for whom Garth had signed copies of his books, by plonking A Confusion of  
Princes and Troubletwisters: The Monster in front of him for signing. The latter was a 
review copy, since it was not yet publicly available, and so we started by chatting 
about the series. 
Garth: We just finished the third one about a month ago.
Crisetta: So when’s that coming out?
Garth: The second one is out in June this year. The third one will be May next 
year. There was a bit of shuffling around because of A Confusion of Princes coming 
out in May in the US and UK. I think this (2nd Troubleshooters) was originally going 
to be April so that’s changed a few times, as often happens.
Crisetta: So we get to review two books in parallel with each other. You’ve talked 
a bit about the book—including the spooky cat on the cover—already this evening, so 
the only thing left that I wanted to ask you about in it was the matter of ‘secrets within 
secrets’ and that element of mistrust between the kids and the adults
Garth: Yes
Crisetta: I was wondering how the young readers would cope with it—do they feel 
the same way?
Garth: I think that’s a not unusual trope in children’s literature, Adults have a 
different agenda which they don’t share with the children, I think that’s through quite 
a lot of books, so it’s part of the fun of the story. Thinking back to myself as a child, 
I’m sure I often thought that the adults didn’t know what they were doing! It would be 
better if they just faced up to the fact that they didn’t know what they were doing, and 
tell the kids.
Crisetta: I loved the Headmaster.
Garth: We had actually invented him, but then I was talking to a friend who said 
they knew someone whose kid was in school in Los Angeles, and they had a 
headmaster who was very like that. It’s the old thing, you make something up and you 
discover there actually is something like that. 
Crisetta: I was wondering about A Confusion of Princes—you’re writing hard sci-
fi now?
Garth: It’s pretty soft sci-fi really. In hard science fiction I think the science has to 
be plausible, there’s more talking about the science. The science in A Confusion of  
Princes is all backdrop.
Crisetta: I liked the creature under the water. That was quite plausible wasn’t it?
Garth: I like to believe my stories, the story has to be believable to me, I think, to 
be believable to a reader, so if I can’t believe what I’m writing, no-one else can. So 
whether it’s science fiction or fantasy or even whether it’s contemporary, I try and 
make it believable. It has to have its internal logic and so on.
Crisetta: This is me being a psychologist now, I can’t help it.
Garth: Oh dear!
Crisetta: You’ve got this prince, the spoilt brat in effect, and we’re suffering from 
a society in which children are brought up as princes and princesses, where 
everything’s given to them and they’re admired for everything and then have to come 
out into the real world and discover…
Garth: It’s much harder! 
Crisetta: … they’re not as wonderful as they thought they were. And this prince—
I know you said earlier this evening that readers tell you afterwards what you really  
meant.
Garth: Yes well maybe that’s right, maybe I’m writing a parable about children 
without actually being aware that I was. It’s certainly not something I was conscious 
of.
Crisetta: What about his emerging as a likeable human being though?
Garth: It is a ‘becoming human’ story, but that came more from me thinking what 
it would be like to be superhuman. I’ve often thought that to be superhuman, to have 
superhuman powers —to me meant that you might be less than human, have difficulty 
relating to normal humans. That’s something other people have explored, it’s not a 
new idea, but it’s certainly something that was in the back of my mind. It’s a fun 
adventure story but I hope there’s a little more to it, and I don’t know what the ‘more 
to it’ is going to be until I write it.
Crisetta: It’s definitely there though—the emerging human.
Garth: I guess it’s a very old fashioned story in the sense that it is love that makes 
him aware of what he isn’t. Almost against his will he becomes both less and more 
than he has been. 
Crisetta: So in your perception of the human race, do you think that whatever their 
upbringing, they could emerge as something better? 
Garth: I think the potential is always there, it’s most often not realised. As is the 
case with most of the princes, you know, the great majority of them are part of what 
makes Khemri different. I guess it’s also what makes him a candidate to be Emperor. 
He actually is somewhat different to other Princes. That’s both an advantage and a 
disadvantage from the Empire’s point of view. From a wider point of view, he can 
become human, he isn’t just a self regarding idiot, but not someone totally armoured 
in their own self-belief. 
Crisetta: He kept his psi when all his other enhancements were gone.
Garth: Yes, he still has those basic mental powers which were part of him from 
the beginning, which was part of why he was selected. That’s what the priests are 
looking for.
Crisetta: So would you consider that was basic human empathy that he had? It 
wasn’t added to him or given to him,
Garth: Yes I think that part of the story is that despite everything he’s managed to 
retain finally his psyche. Part of his other abilities but also part of his basic 
humanness. Despite everything, and to some degree so does his sister. 
Crisetta: So nature beats nurture, in this case?
Garth: Oh they fight strongly with each other but there’s just enough… I think it’s 
not just nature/nurture, it’s also conscious choice.
Crisetta: Despite the implanted idea, 'you really want to be Emperor'.
Garth: Exactly. Because he had something else. If he didn't have something else…
Crisetta: I liked the fact that there was a real love interest that teens can relate to, 
but the crossover people will too. 
Garth: I personally think that who the book’s marketed to is something for 
publishers and booksellers to work out, but often, a good book is a good book. I think 
if you restrict yourself or restrict your reading based upon age ranges or categories or 
genres, you’re doing yourself out of good books. And preconceptions that because it’s 
young adult, you shouldn’t read it because you’re not a young adult any more. 
Crisetta: I think people are going to read your books anyway.
Garth: Some of the changes and trends in modern bookselling is that people are 
reading more young adult and children’s books. They’re not embarrassed by that. 
They recognise the value of the books.
Crisetta: I loved his emerging awareness when he started getting these feelings 
that he couldn’t understand, towards Raine. In his temple to begin with if he felt sexy 
he could just ask somebody to lie down on the carpet but now he realises he can’t do 
that. That was a sort of a good moment.
Garth: He has had total control over mind-controlled servants who would do 
anything he wanted. He can’t do that any more, and he’s not what he was.
Crisetta: All your books are available as e-books now, aren’t they. Where do you 
see this all going?
Garth: I think it’s very hard to predict what will happen, but certainly electronic 
books have risen to become a big proportion of book sales, and I read electronic 
books as well as print books. They both have their advantages and disadvantages. I 
think we’ll see it shake out—we won’t know all the things that are going to happen. 
My view has always been that electronic books are another edition that is becoming 
very popular in the same way that paperbacks were a different edition that became 
very popular, supplanting hard covers to a certain degree, but not completely 
replacing them. I don’t think electronic books will replace books either, certainly they 
are becoming a bigger and bigger proportion of book sales, and that’s meant big 
changes for the way they’re sold, and so on. It makes things much more difficult for 
booksellers, because they’re being disintermediated, as the phrase goes. It doesn’t 
sound good, does it, being disintermediated? So they have challenges!
Crisetta: Things like your boxed set will always sell.
Garth: Books as works of art and boxed sets and collectibles—some of the 
publishers are doing very well the ones that do collectible editions. People will 
continue to want those. 
Crisetta: What about graphic novels, too, you said you’d done one already?
Garth: I love graphic novels. I'm adapted Sabriel for a graphic novel, which is 
underway at the moment. I love graphic novels. I’ve always read comic books, but 
again they’re being read electronically now too. My boys have just read the Bone 
graphic novels. They read half of them in paper and bound books. I didn’t have the 
last three or four, so we bought them for the i-pad from Comixology. That’s just how 
it is, the way it’s going to be. I think one of the main things is that the books need to 
be available, they need to be available at the right price. Don’t look at the pirated 
editions so that creators get properly paid and so on. What the right price is, is a much 
more difficult proposition. It’s much more complicated than at first appears, and I 
think people who adopt the ‘everything should be 99c’ or think Amazon’s great 
because they’re forcing the prices down, look beyond that and look at the 
consequences of what can happen. If one very big player forces down the prices as a 
loss leader for example, as Amazon has done—I’m not saying it’s wrong, I’m not 
saying it’s right—I’m just saying there are consequences, and people ought to look 
beyond what’s cheaper, Everything should be cheaper, and of course, if everything is 
cheaper, there are very serious consequences down the line for industries and creators 
and so on. It’s not as simple as ‘e-books should be super-cheap’. It pays investigating 
into the broader ramifications of all that. 
Crisetta: I’ve been talking to a lot of people about this, and you’re echoing what 
they’re saying—you can’t just make books into cheap handouts.
Garth: It’s not simple, it’s not straightforward, you need to think beyond ‘it’s 
cheaper so it must be better for the consumer’. That’s not always the case, if down the 
line you don’t get new books or things change in ways you don’t expect. We’ve said 
it with all kinds of things other than books, there’s the hard consequences to all these 
things and they need to be considered as well as just the basic ‘what’s cheaper.’ 
Crisetta: People will still look for the brand, though, anyway.
Garth: Of course, with all the self-publishing and so on one of the things is just 
finding the books you want to find. But authors are brand names now, once they’re 
established, but how do you establish yourself as a brand name? Can you do it, can a 
publisher do it? can you do it by yourself? Again it’s not straightforward. They can do 
all the right stuff, but if the winds of fortune don’t blow them the right way, it’s all 
happened. 
Crisetta: People like yourself who are popular authors, already established are not 
going to suffer at all, because they’ll buy both kinds. It’s the ones coming up…
Garth: Its going to be a more difficult world for the ones starting out. But then 
again there are also other opportunities, it’s not all bad.
Crisetta: We don’t have the narrow gate of the publisher any more.
Garth: But that has its positives as well, because if you do get through that 
gateway there’s a lot invested in books to help make them work. It’s not just the 
printing. There are whole value changes far more complicated than what publishers 
put into books. It’s not just the editing, it’s patching and marketing and positioning 
and so on, so there’s a lot of stuff goes in there. So if you do get through that gateway, 
that can be of enormous benefit, but then again, you’re right, there can be benefits 
from not doing it that way. Of course that environment is going to change as well, and 
the whole self-publishing thing. Amazon’s conditions, their 70% royalty, and so on 
are completely subject to change whenever they feel like it. You don’t actually have a 
contract with them, you have an end-user agreement. So they probably will change in 
due course, so it’s hard to know what will happen and who’ll benefit. I wouldn’t like 
to make predictions based upon how things are now, because I expect them to change. 
It’s exciting and interesting. You get the wonder stories of the people who have 
broken out of self-publishing and done amazingly well, but for every one of them 
there are probably tens or hundreds of thousands of other people where it hasn’t 
worked like that, which is actually pretty much the same as it always has been. 
Crisetta: And always will be.
Garth: But then again, maybe the chances are better because there’s more people 
doing that, there’s more of them that will have that chance at least. Maybe the chance 
itself is enough, 
I think the writers who keep going, despite the setbacks and the knockbacks and so 
on that every writer has… I’ve never met, or very very occasionally I’ve met someone 
who says ‘I’ve never had anything rejected’, but they’re very unusual. Most writers, 
including very well known names, with many published books, they still have things 
that don’t work. It’s the people who write anyway, where the public success is 
decoupled from the writing… paradoxically, the people who succeed, they’re the ones 
who don’t care as much about it. The writing is what’s important. Obviously it’s nice 
if things work, if they’re successful and so on but, I think most of the really dedicated 
writers I know, they’d do it anyway. I would keep writing even if I had to stop. That 
doesn’t make sense! I would keep writing even if no-one was buying the books, I’d go 
and do something else to make a living, but I would keep on writing, because that’s 
what I did for a long time when I wasn’t getting anything published. I still wrote all 
the time. I’ve written tons of things that haven’t worked, that I haven’t done anything 
with, including things that have been rejected. I’d do it anyway. I’m glad that most of 
the time the books and the stories and so on do get published, and I hope (touch 
wood!) that that continues, but if it didn’t I think I’d still do it anyway. 
Crisetta: I’ve heard you speak several times now, and there’s always this fun that 
you’re having, and the joy in writing. 
Garth: Yes, and I’m happy when I’m writing. If I haven’t written anything for a 
week or two weeks which happens occasionally, although it’s very unusual, I get edgy 
and difficult, and I’m happier when I’ve written something—anything, it doesn’t 
matter what it is.
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Review by Russell Blackford
I've just finished reading Erle Cox's classic science fiction novel Out of the Silence 
(first published in serial form 1919) for at least the third time. It pays multiple 
readings, and it's good to see a new edition as part 6 of the Classic Australian SF 
series from Chimaera Publications.
Van Ikin, Sean McMullen and I discussed Out of the Silence at length in our 1999 
book, Strange Constellations: A History of Australian Science Fiction (Greenwood 
Press), and there is little that I'd want to add to that discussion. As we say there, it's a 
complex, intricately patterned novel, but its most troubling aspect is its racial element.
Just briefly, the novel is set in rural Victoria, where gentleman farmer Alan 
Dundas, a former barrister who has settled down to growing grapes, accidentally 
discovers a huge sphere of impervious metal, buried beneath his property. It contains, 
among other wonders, the body of a beautiful woman, Earani, who is from an earlier 
species of humanity and has lain in suspended animation for 27 million years, waiting 
to be revived.
Earani possesses a superhuman intellect and extraordinary powers that range from 
telepathy to teleportation. Alan falls madly, blindly in love with her, and joins in her 
plan to revive the even more formidable Andax, sleeping in another such sphere high 
in the Himalayas, and to create a racially cleansed worldwide utopia. For all his good 
qualities, Alan is utterly entranced by Earani's beauty... and we, too, are made to see 
her alluring side and her penetrating insight into the various people she meets. 
However, we are also led to view her as monstrous and to sympathise with those 
characters who seek to stop her, notably Alan's friend Richard Barry and the local 
woman who loves him, Marian Seymour.
In Strange Constellations, we say:
What is dated and disturbing about the book, is the way it appears to take Earani's  
race-based thinking seriously. The novel's rejection of her racist philosophy has to be 
earned through layers of double irony and complex narrative. Although readers are 
invited to be disgusted by Earani's bland account of cold-blooded genocide, they are 
invited to agree with the simplistic logic of some of the points she makes in the 
debate. Earani and Andax may be figures of wonder, but they are also figures of  
pitiless ultra-rational evil. As well as being beautiful and exotic (the standard 
attributes of the fictional heroine at this time), Earani is a cogent advocate of her  
philosophy and a vigorous defender of the merits of her society, and seems 
intellectually superior to many of the 20th-century humans with whom she comes into 
contact.
Inevitably, Out of the Silence is dated in other ways. To take just one example, 
Earani's civilisation is shown to have possessed incredible technology, including 
weapons of mass destruction on a grand scale, but we are supposed to be awed at its 
possession of air vehicles capable of travelling at... 300 miles per hour. But the book 
is a splendid synthesis of themes from earlier Australian science fiction (or its 
precursors such as race-based political thrillers and lost-world utopias). At least until 
the 1940s, it stood as the leading Australian contribution to what was crystallising into 
what we now think of as the science fiction genre, and it still deserves a wide 
audience in its own country, albeit an audience informed by almost another century of 
historical experience with the perils of race-based thinking.
Buy this book
The Secret Signal
Hal Junior Book 1
by Simon Haynes
Bowman Press
Review by Lachlan Huddy
There are problems with Simon Haynes's debut foray into fiction for youngsters—
some of the one-liners face plant, the traitorous character's identity is a pick-it-a-mile-
off-even-if-you're-ten deal, and the pace is a little too brisk even for the ADD set—
but really, who gives a rat's? It's just impossible not to fall for this little gem of a 
novel, wherein the intrepid Hal Junior (a fan of, but no relation to, Haynes's Hal 
Spacejock) saves his parents, classmates and space station with a winning combo of 
quick wits and derring-do. As a hero, Hal's plucky, determined and resourceful, but 
unabashedly immature, as well as not so great at his schoolwork—in a word, 
charming. If you don't start rooting for him the second he escapes a dastardly 
kidnapping plot and befriends a ship's computer, chisel some ice off your heart. 
Simon sprinkles the narrative with deftly handled tidbits of hard science, so young 
bookworms (and, say, certain reviewers) might just learn something along the way—
and a very merry way it is. Start it at lunchtime and you'll be finished in time for tea, 
buoyed by the knowledge that someone out there's still putting together smart (but not 
too smart) sci-fi for kids—and hey, he's an Aussie to boot!
The Dark Divide
Rift Runners Book 2
by Jennifer Fallon
Harper/Voyager
Review by Crisetta MacLeod
Previously we met twins separated as toddlers. Ronan grew up in modern Ireland, 
the spoiled adopted son of a film star, and Darragh ruled in Ireland of long ago, where 
fairies and magic were integral to daily life. Once united through magical portals, they 
learned of each other's worlds by the Comhroinn Ceremony. Now chicanery, both 
political and magical, is at work to replace them in ancient Ireland with a newly 
discovered pair of psychic twins. Should the inaugural ceremony for these twins take 
place, Ronan and Darragh will die. Unfortunately, the magical gateway which helped 
them meet and communicate in the first book can open not just to the worlds they 
grew up in, but to many other possible realities.
Ronan gets trapped in an Ireland ruled by Japanese people with Japanese customs 
(go on, suspend your disbelief, it's worth it!) while Darragh finds himself in Ronan's 
modern world, taking the blame for Ronan's doings and trying to fool friends and 
family. Each brother struggling to cope in a completely alien culture! Ronan is 
learning that he has magical powers; Darragh is in a world where his familiar magic is 
useless. A supporting cast of characters is brilliantly drawn. Convoluted, but 
engrossing.
A Confusion of Princes
by Garth Nix
Allen & Unwin
Review by Carissa Thorp
Selected, modified, raised and trained in opulent seclusion to fulfil the role of a 
Prince of the Empire, Khemri is released into the dangerous world he was made for 
with little more than his own unique wits and a very special attendant assassin to his 
advantage. Khemri must learn the rules of his new life and discard his misconceptions 
and arrogance while training as a navy cadet, avoiding duels to the death, and, after 
dying a hero, being resurrected to fulfil a very special mission that could see him 
realise his greatest dream.
Khemri is just one of many millions of Princes created, killed and reborn in a 
never-ending struggle for dominance. Nix has created a fascinating world in The 
Empire, high-tech, aristocratic, and sprawling, with social and technological 
inequalities abounding. Convincingly and consistently evoked, it's great fun to 
experience. So much so that the book's one weakness is that the world isn't used or 
explored to the extent the reader might wish. Tearing along from one situation to 
another, there's never enough time allowed to immerse yourself in the world. It's 
never boring, but comes awfully close to falling victim to shallow treatment.
The narrative can seem game-like, especially early on, almost 'on rails', moving 
from one level to the next higher and more challenging level, but not in a bad way, 
and the feeling fades, for the most part. Khemri is a detached and alien protagonist at 
first, appropriately so given his situation, but the reader quickly grows fond of him 
and happily follows on his coat-tails from one adventure to another. Recommended.
Burnt Ice
A Fury of Aces Book 1
by Steve Wheeler
Harper/Voyager
Review by Crisetta MacLeod
Here's an exciting new voice, a philosopher who reflects on the human condition 
with humour and insight. I sighed a little as the book began in a spaceship; I thought I 
was in for some traditional sci-fi, but despite what they tell you in writer school, never 
judge a book by its first chapter! Wheeler blurs the distinction between human and 
robot, between mechanical and organic. Marko is our protagonist and he and his crew 
companions (mostly humans, but with enhancements) find themselves scooting 
around the galaxy chasing the origins of a race of octopus-like creatures. They 
manage to remain fairly autonomous despite the vast Gjomvik Corporation by which 
they are nominally governed. I especially loved Wheeler's representation of the 
Games Board subset of that corporation, who award points, upgrade weapons and 
strengths, and reward acts of derring-do just as if ‘real' life were a video game—
another boundary blurred. As in video games, credits can be accrued so that death is 
not necessarily final.
You'll love Marko's Artificially Created Entities; his hobby is designing creatures 
using attributes of many species, and infusing them with wit and intelligence. Eat 
your heart out, Labradoodle lovers, here are designer pets writ large! Wheeler is witty 
and endlessly inventive, yes—but he makes you think!
The Ghost of Ping-Ling
Tales of the Blue Jade Book 1
by Peter Cooper
Scholastic
Review by Karen Simpson Nikakis
This 'boys own adventure' is the first in a series called Tales of the Blue Jade. The 
main character, Dillen, is a Caucasian orphan of unknown parentage (his father was 
murdered while travelling in the East) who is eking out an existence as a temple boy 
under an increasingly hostile priest when he accidentally burns down the temple. This 
catastrophe coincides with the arrival of a mysterious Easterner who seeks Dillen's 
help for a mana-lord from Dillen's home province of Noria.
The conflagration forces Dillen on a quest that is loosely tied to finding and 
helping the mysterious mana-lord in order for Dillen to gain the reward necessary to 
rebuild the temple. Throw into the mix another runaway, a boy called Tajni, whose 
friend Koto (a girl who's both smarter and a better fighter than both), a range of 
creatures including puk-do (pig-human crosses), oni (think Big Foot), a dragon, 
'brigands', ‘barbarians' and armies of uncertain allegiance. What follows is a series of 
captures and escapes, either of Dillen or of the threesome, as they make their way 
across country in search of the mana-lord.
The narrative moves in an unsettling manner between events depicted as dangerous 
but sometimes described as ‘adventures', and the lack of surety about how seriously 
the reader should take the story isn't helped by the almost flat story-arc. Dillen arrives 
back at the temple site with the money for a new temple, but with no great personal 
growth or real insights, and the scene is set for the next series of adventures.
The Return Man 
by V M Zito
Hodder & Stoughton
Review by Crisetta MacLeod
Like zombie stories, do you? Jump right in! Most of America has been smitten by 
disease that leaves the victims shambling satisfactorily in the infected zones, while a 
quarantined safety zone is resuming ‘normal’ life. Zito’s zombies squelch and ooze 
and release foul stenches and substances splendidly—so revolting it’s almost a spoof. 
The protagonist’s job is to track down undead loved ones as a kind of bounty hunter. 
You wouldn’t want your dearly beloved aunty shambling about undeadly, if she can 
just be decapitated and die properly, now would you? So Marco can be hired to put 
things to rest. That’s the up-front story, but through it all there is poignancy, as Marco 
searches for his wife, dead, alive or undead. There is mistrust and fear as Marco is 
given a government assignment—what’s the real agenda? Who stands to gain? Will 
he survive? Can he trust anyone at all? Is there an antidote to the disease to be found? 
Scary, gripping, full of twists and full of messy undead. You’ll be hearing eldritch 
moans and looking over your shoulder while you read this one!
Boggle Hunters 
by Sophie Masson
Scholastic
Review by Karen Simpson Nikakis
The Fays and Grays are rival faery tribes who lived on earth, in another dimension, 
long before humans arrived. The Fays are friends to humans but the Grays are hostile 
and send various forms of mischief-makers in the form of boggles to plague and 
threaten humans. Boggles might manifest as animals, computer viruses, mechanical 
malfunctions or insect plagues amongst other things, and are designed to engage the 
Fays in an endless battle to protect humans; battles the Grays hope will fatally tire 
their faery rivals. Enter the human boggle fighters: Kate and Jack Fetch and their 
daughter Jenny. The protagonist Jenny is keen to become a fully-fledged boggle 
hunter but her preparation is interrupted by the arrival of her irksome cousin Sam 
from Australia.
When Jenny’s parents disappear while on a boggle-hunting expedition, and Sam is 
lured into a computer game orchestrated by the Grays, Jenny is left to solve the 
mystery on her own. She calls on her Fay friend Lucky, and renowned boggle-hunter 
Dr Rosie Rowan, but things are not what they seem. The story is fast moving and 
entertaining, and despite its apparent pitch at a younger YA readership, does have 
some genuinely scary moments.
The Killables 
by Gemma Malley
Hodder & Stoughton
Review by Crisetta MacLeod
Shades of 1984! Now we are coming to understand localised brain function, could 
we just cut out the amygdala and make everyone Nice and Good? Exterminate Evil? 
An enclosed city is created where all initiative is stifled, every citizen is graded, with 
K being the lowest dreaded level. Everyone is watched and controlled. So we get 
renegades, and of course there is a society outside the city that hates everything that 
the city stands for. The Killables are those who don’t fit, who make things untidy. The 
K’s. They’re the Evils, they’re expendable, but can be pressed into use as mindless 
pawns, to be manipulated by both sides.
Luckily this novel is not as predictable as I may have made it seem. Evie, the main 
character, struggles with the rules of the city and her ‘evil’ thoughts. She is torn 
between her childhood playmate Raffy, now a dangerous rebel, and his perfect City 
brother Lucas, her fiancé. It is through her eyes, trying so hard to conform in the City, 
and later, trying so hard to decide which outside folk to trust, that we understand the 
conflict between the City and those who seek to undermine its power. A sympathetic 
heroine, but sometimes you just want to smack her!
The Alchemy of Forever 
by Avery Williams
Simon and Schuster
Review by Karen Simpson Nikakis
It’s London in 1349 and the lovely Seraphina attends her first ball. All are masked, 
including the blondely handsome Cyrus, son of an alchemist. Seraphina follows him 
from the ball and the two are robbed by a pair of male and female ruffians. Cyrus kills 
the man but before he can prevent it, the woman plunges her knife into Seraphina. 
Desperate to save Seraphina, Cyrus administers an alchemical potion, and insists 
Seraphina kiss the now unconscious woman, and when she does, the dying Seraphina 
takes the woman’s body. Thus begins hundreds of years of body-stealing as one of a 
group of Incarnates. Jump to present day San Francisco. Cyrus remains her 
increasingly possessive lover, and there are others in the group who must do as 
Seraphina does, and replace their bodies at regular intervals.
When the morality of murdering others for their bodies and Cyrus’s domination 
begin to weigh too heavily on Seraphina, she decides to escape into real death. Her 
carefully planned exit goes awry however and she ends up in the body of a teenage 
girl, having to live the teenage girls’ life, while desperately avoiding the hunting 
Cyrus. High school life, with its pettiness and romance makes the narrative a little 
Twilightish and the emergence of Cyrus at the end, when Seraphina had thought him 
dead, is no great surprise, and possibly heralds a series.
Rob's Rants and Raves
Robert N Stephenson
http://www.altair-australia.com/GothicReign7.pdf
It is awards time and, again, the inept wonder why their story that appeared in the 
online journal ‘We take anything provided it’s not porn’ didn't get a heads up, and 
why BIG-NAME-jump-about didn't have their one and only short appear in all 
categories. It happens every year with the AAs and it will happen next year and the 
year after. Why? Because we are incapable of understanding the sheer objective 
nature of fiction, genre and the individual. Just because your cat loved the reading of 
'She Came From a Dark Place that Hated Worms' doesn't mean long-time readers will 
actually enjoy it. Are awards important? Sometimes they are, sometimes they aren’t, 
and I suppose it must be what the winner thinks really. Some writers don't think much 
of them and rightly so, while some think them valuable, which is equally rightly so. 
But it must be said they serve a purpose and that purpose is to get things read by noted 
readers that might never have been read before, so there is that. This year's awards 
have an interesting mix and I am sure the awards night will be special.
Surfing the Dark Side
Rob Parnell
www.robparnell.com.au
I have to tell you about Stuart MacBride, Scottish author of Cold Granite, Dying 
Light, Broken Skin, Flesh House, Blind Eye, Dark Blood and counting…
MacBride’s novels are wonderfully gritty crime thrillers that revel in horrifying 
murders and sometimes hilarious gallows humour. The hero, Logan McRae, is a cop 
in the middle of the police force—a lowly detective sergeant with absurdly 
competitive, quirky inspectors for bosses.
In between bouts of heavy drinking and chronic self flagellation, Logan has a host 
of Aberdeen's finest hoods to deal with—bent property developers, slimy journalists, 
tramps, prostitutes, murderers, child molesters, drug dealers, even international gun 
runners on occasion.
Then there's the succession of beautiful, frigid yet sultry forensics officers that 
Logan feels compelled to bed.
It's all very dark. And yet, despite the gloom and shock-horror of the backdrop, 
Stuart MacBride's books have a great freshness that will tantalise your senses. 
Aberdeen comes alive as a character and you feel transported there, to the relentless 
grey skies, driving rain and the eponymous cold granite.
As a writer, I'm in awe of MacBride. As a fan, I'm on my knees in worship. I've 
read three of the novels so far and I'm sooooo glad there's more!
And to think, he used to write SF.
Your servant in darkness.
The Couch Potato Speaks: TV Reviews
Robert Jenkins
Game of Thrones, Season 1
On Blu-Ray/DVD
For a show likely never to make free-to-air in Australia, Game of Thrones is 
certainly making a splash. Little wonder given the source material; but that’s exactly 
where this show becomes a tricky one to assess.
Adaptations should of course be taken on their own merits first and foremost, but 
for anyone who’s read the originals that’s nigh on impossible. Unfortunately, that’s 
Game of Thrones' weakness; not because it isn’t faithful, more because it’s too 
faithful. Even with 10 one-hour episodes it moves at a cracking pace, leaving much of 
the character depth and intricacies of Martin’s book out so it ends up feeling a bit like 
a Reader’s Digest abridgement. This is of course inevitable; it would take many more 
episodes to really flesh it all out and the viewing would become slow and 
uninteresting. In that regard this is a very bold and loyal attempt to bring a modern 
fantasy classic to our television screens.
Taken on its own merits Game of Thrones stacks up rather better. As mentioned, it 
moves along at a cracking pace, rich with action, intrigue and liberal doses of sex. It 
also has a strong cast who work well together despite the vast number of them and the 
short amount of time they have to establish themselves. That’s the show’s greatest 
weakness; while well performed, the characters are not always well developed, there 
just isn’t the time. For all that, it is a sumptuous series and well worth getting in on 
now.
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Carissa's Weblog
Carissa Thorp
Click here for the latest news from the Aurealis website.
Click here for the Aurealis Awards website.
Weblog items appear first at our Twitter page.
For the Love of Books, the new Oz book review show on STUDIO, premiering 
Monday 23rd of April.
Watch the first four minutes of Iron Sky: A Finnish-German-Australian co-
production.
Hear Shaun Tan on the 'Shooting the Poo' podcast.
Margo Lanagan interviewed by Kim Hill on Radio New Zealand’s Saturday Morning 
Programme.
Listen to Michael Pryor being interviewed on Radio National's Books and Arts Daily.
Listen to Steam Punk'n it up on ABC Radio’s Books and Arts Daily to hear about 
Steamscape exhibition on at Post Industrial Design in Melbourne.
Email or tweet us details of your Oz SF-related events for our @aurealisXpress Blog 
Calendar.
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Next Issue
Aurealis appears 10 times a year.
Every month except January and December.
Aurealis #52
will be available in July 2012
Time Travel for Dummies– Michael Burrows
Do you want to live forever? – Robert M Stephenson
Carlyle hated the darkness, the new darkness opened up to him by the woman he 
once loved. Today he had to find a killer; to the city just one of the many serial killers 
he'd hunted down of late. No one knew what he really hunted, no one except Sarina 
knew what was really happening, and keeping the secret was getting harder each day
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